
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEMPLE SUNRISE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
MEETING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 04.00 
ENDING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 13.00 

is a great experience. Enjoy yourself a quiet spot to sit and wait for the sun 

to rise over the horizon from the top of temple, enjoying the serene and spiritual atmosphere that seems to have 
infiltrated every rock via. As you look out to the hills and forests surrounding you it isn’t hard to imagine how 
explorers must have felt when they stumbled out of the forest in 1814 to find such a sight lost to the world for 
almost 500 years. The awe-inspiring monument features the largest and most complete collection of Buddhist 
relief sculptures on the walls of its seven terraces - all of which detail the story of Buddhist cosmology. 

On a high hill vertically, Borobudur set up towards the sky. It consists of five large square terraces, with 
three circular platforms on top of them, and then a magnificent stupa at the very top. Borobudur is best 
seen at dawn, when the air is fresh and full of birdsong. As the mist begins to lift, the sun scales the 
surrounding volcanoes and terraced fields, and highlights the stone reliefs and the many faces of Buddha. 
Glimpsing Borobudur for the first time is often a deeply felt emotional experience. 

is the largest Hindu temple complex in Indonesia. The temples decorated with reliefs 

illustrating the epic of the Ramayana, dedicated to the three great Hindu divinities (Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma) and 
three temples dedicated to the animals who serve them. Prambanan Temple itself is a complex consisting of 240 
temples. All the mentioned temples form the Prambanan Archaeological Park and were built during the heyday of 
Sailendra’s powerful dynasty in Java in the 8th century AD. These compounds are located on the border between 
the two provinces of Yogyakarta and Central Java on Java Island. 

INCLUDED: sharing transportation, pick up 30mins before at hotel in center of Jogja 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee (Borobudur Rp 500.000/person included breakfast at Manohara Restaurant + Prambanan 
USD 25/person) 

 

OVERLOOKING TEMPLE SUNRISE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
MEETING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 04.00 
ENDING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 13.00 

Located on the other hill of Borobudur Temple, Barede hill offers a scenic sunrise 

over Borobudur Temple, Mt Merapi and Mt Merbabu. This tour giving you an opportunity to see Borobudur 
emerging from the early morning mist as the sun rises up over the hills behind the valley. 

JOGJA DAILY TOUR  
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is the world’s biggest Buddhist monument, an ancient site widely considered to be one 

of the world’s seven wonders. The temple sits majestically on a hilltop overlooking lush green fields and distant 
hills. This 9th-century Buddhist Temple is decorated with 2,672 relief panels and 504 Buddha statues. The central 
dome is surrounded by 72 Buddha statues, each seated inside a perforated stupa. Explore Borobudur Temple when 
the air is still fresh and full of birdsong. There are only a handful of people here and there’s a peace and serenity 
fitting for such a spiritual place. 

is the largest Hindu temple complex in Indonesia. The temples decorated with reliefs 

illustrating the epic of the Ramayana, dedicated to the three great Hindu divinities (Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma) and 
three temples dedicated to the animals who serve them. Prambanan Temple itself is a complex consisting of 240 
temples. All the mentioned temples form the Prambanan Archaeological Park and were built during the heyday of 
Sailendra’s powerful dynasty in Java in the 8th century AD. These compounds are located on the border between 
the two provinces of Yogyakarta and Central Java on Java Island. 

INCLUDED: sharing transportation, pick up 30mins before at hotel in center of Jogja 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee (Hill Rp 30.000/person + Borobudur USD 25/person + Prambanan USD 25/person), 
breakfast 

 

 

PRAMBANAN SUNSET TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
MEETING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 14.00 
ENDING POINT: JOGJA HOTEL at 19.00 

is the largest Hindu temple complex in Indonesia. The temples decorated with reliefs 

illustrating the epic of the Ramayana, dedicated to the three great Hindu divinities (Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma) and 
three temples dedicated to the animals who serve them. Prambanan Temple itself is a complex consisting of 240 
temples. All the mentioned temples form the Prambanan Archaeological Park and were built during the heyday of 
Sailendra’s powerful dynasty in Java in the 8th century AD. These compounds are located on the border between 
the two provinces of Yogyakarta and Central Java on Java Island. Prambanan best seen in sunset time. The sun will 
set behind the temple and create the best scenery which can shoot by our camera. This temple is opened only till 
17.15. But we can enjoy the beauty of the sunset until six in the evening, even more. 

INCLUDED: sharing transportation, pick up 30mins before at hotel in center of Jogja 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee (Prambanan USD 25/person) 

 


